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Regarding: 2nd letter COVID19 SITUATION
Alicante, 14th of April of 2020
Dear Federations, Board members, Honorary members, Associate members and RC friends around Europe,
I want to address you following up to my letter of 23th of March, especially dedicated to COVID19 crisis and the
implications in our EFRA calendar 2020. First of all, I hope that everyone in the RC community is still safe and
stay at home in most of the countries around Europe. All my personal wishes and from the rest of the EFRA board
is to have the opportunity to see you again somewhere and to share the sport that we all love. But now, we have
to understand that there are priorities: Health first and we have to prevent the spread of the virus keeping our
movements restricted. Then, we all know that, after the health crisis, we expect an economical crisis which also
will affect our drivers, RC industry, federation and organizers.
In that point, the best that we can do inside EFRA board is to work internal to keep the RC community active, with
some initiatives like Live chats on Facebook, to create more content to our EFRA YouTube Channel and some
others news that we will inform soon. Also, during those difficult times we are working hard in the Development
Plan introduced at last AGM, because we are convinced that we are living in a breaking point in the world with
this crisis and it’s time to move forward.
But we have to come back now with reason of this letter. Following up to the 3 months rolling program as we
informed in our last statement, in April we have to decide about all events starting until 1st week of August. After
consultation with federations and organizers involved, and gathering information about the situation in Europe we
decided:
EFRA is cancelling all EFRA races on the calendar starting until 1st week of August. Races involved in
that decision are:
-

EFRA European Championship 1/10th 200mm Gubbio (Italy)

-

EFRA European Championship Large Scale on Road Fiorano (Italy)

-

EFRA European Championship Large Scale Off Road Feiring (Austria)

-

EFRA European Championship 1/8th IC Off Road Redovan (Spain)

-

EFRA European Championship 1/8th IC on Road Almussafes (Spain)
Keep visiting the EFRA website for the latest updates.
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Finally, I want to repeat the same last paragraph from my last statement, because it is important that everybody
knows: In those uncertains times in our lives the only thing that I can assure you with strong voice is: When this
situation is finished and we have beaten COVID19, EFRA will be there to bring you the most exciting RC
races, with best quality staff, live streaming and with best drivers in the World to keep our loved sport on
top of our lifes.
Keep safe, keep safe your community and follow instructions of your Goverments.
See you soon.

Javier Garcia
EFRA President

